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Abstract 

 

 

Landscape patterns are defined as the composition and spatial 

arrangement of various landscape elements with different size 

and shape, which strongly influences the ecological processes 

and characteristics. Landscape pattern indices are quantitative 

approaches commonly used in landscape pattern analysis. Most 

landscape indices (including many fractal methods) are 

developed at landscape patch level, using a perimeter–area 

relationship. However, these fractal methods often fail to capture 

important aspects of landscape function and ecologically 

meaningful information, due to the ignorance of distributional 

differences in various directions within the patch and spatial 

heterogeneity between patches. 

In this research, novel shape indices have been proposed to 

accurately describe and characterize patch orientation and shape 

complexity. Two geometrically invariant bounding boxes, 

namely, the minimum width bounding box (MWBB) and moment 

box (MB), were newly introduced and built up to represent patch 

orientation and geometric characteristics. Vector shape indices 

were further developed based on aforementioned boxes to 

reflect inner structure and shape complexity related to spatial 

anisotropy (geometrically oriented features), such as orientation, 

orientation difference between MB and MWBB, MWBB length-to-

width ratio, perimeter-perimeter ratio, area-area ratio between 

polygon and MWBB etc.  

Practical experiments have been conducted in Western Songnen 

Plain, Northeast China using Landsat 8 OLI imagery and ancillary 

data to test the effectiveness of novel shape indices. Three types 

of saline soils have been distinguished with spectrally similar 

characteristics but geometrically different. They are further 

classified into slightly saline soil along a large paleolake shore, 

moderately saline soil around current lakes and severely saline 

soil continuously distributed at the central region of large 

paleolake, based on geometric symmetry, elongatedness, 

compactness, etc. quantified by novel shape indices. A 

statistically significant increase of classification accuracy and 

kappa coefficient has achieved by the proposed novel shape 

indices in comparison with traditional shape indices, including 

perimeter-area ratio, fractal dimension and shape index. Finally, 

by linking the classification results to ecological functions, 

distinct differences in vegetation and soil physical properties 

were found in slightly, moderately and severely saline soils 

differentiated by the proposed novel shape indices. Therefore, 
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the novel shape indices are promising approaches for vector 

landscape pattern analysis and ecological quantitative modelling. 
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1 Introduction 
 

1.1 Background and Significances 
 

The term landscape ecology was initially coined in 1939 by German 

bio-geographer Carl Troll, aimed at interpreting the relationship 

between vegetation and its corresponding environment. 

Contemporary synopsis of landscape ecology, presented by Forman 

and Godron (1986), and more recently by Turner (2005), emphasizes 

the strong influence of spatial pattern on ecological processes at a 

myriad of scales and organizational levels. The habitats in which 

certain endangered species lives, for instance, are spatially structured 

and heterogeneous across space at various scales, implicating the 

spatial distribution and flow of energy, materials and populations 

within a particular landscape.  

Landscapes are most frequently represented by the so-called patch-

corridor-matrix model, which describes the structure of a landscape 

as an assemblage of some dominant land-uses characterized by 

relatively homogenous patches, ranging from natural terrestrial and 

aquatic ecosystems such as forests, grasslands, and lakes to human-

dominated environments including agricultural and urban settings. 

The particular spatial configuration of patches is crucial to 

characterize the landscape structure and the boundaries of patches 

represent the discontinuities in environmental characteristics relevant 

to certain species or ecological phenomenon under consideration 

(Turner, 1990).  

Landscape patterns, or structure, are generally defined as 

composition and spatial configuration of phenomena over space 

(Turner, 1989; Bailey and Gatrell, 1995; Csillag and Kabos, 2002). 

The composition refers to the non-spatial measurements of landscape 

elements by indicating the number and occurrence of different 

categories. While the spatial configuration presents the physical 

distribution or structural arrangements at certain scales. The 

quantification of landscape patterns is considered as a prerequisite to 

the study of structure, function and reciprocal interactions between 

spatial pattern and ecological processes, that are fundamental 

pursuits of landscape ecology (Wu and Hobbs, 2007; Helfenstein et 

al., 2014).  

Landscape patterns analysis using indices or metrics has received 

increasing attention in both ecological research and management 

communities (Cissel et al., 1999; Fu and Chen, 2000; Monica G. 

Turner, 2005). Much efforts have been put forward on developing 

landscape pattern metrics, and literally hundreds of indices have been 
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developed over the last decades (Ares et al. 2001; Honnay et al. 

2003; Chust et al. 2004; Pascual-Hortal & Saura 2006; Saura & 

Pascual-Hortal 2007; Rizkalla et al. 2009; Llauss & Nogué 2012; Fan 

& Myint 2014). These indices are originated from various perspectives 

and disciplines, such as statistical measures of dispersion, information 

theory, fractal geometry and percolation theory et al (Li and Archer, 

1997). In addition, new indices are still being designed (Li et al., 

2005), such as aggregation index (He et al., 2000), cohesion index 

(Opdam et al., 2003), landscape expansion index (Liu et al., 2010). 

Most of these indices have been incorporated into several software 

packages, for example Fragstats, Patch Analyst, r.le et al. (Baker and 

Cai, 1992; McGarigal and Marks, 1995; O‟Neill et al., 1999; Kupfer, 

2012). 

Landscape pattern indices can describe the composition and spatial 

characteristics of landscape quantitatively based on GIS vector maps, 

aerial photographs and remotely sensed imagery. In general, three 

levels have been characterised for a given landscape using landscape 

pattern indices, i.e. the landscape patches, classes of patches and 

entire landscape mosaics (Uuemaa et al., 2009). Ideally, the goal of 

landscape analyses should then be able to link measurements of 

landscape structure to specific effects on ecological processes, rather 

than treating the quantitative description of spatial pattern as an end 

itself. However, Li and Wu (2004) identified a number of issues 

related to the use and misuse of landscape indices, including 

misunderstanding of ecological relevance, improper utilization of 

indices and challenges in interpreting landscape indices. 

Landscape patches with relatively homogenous configurations 

represent the basic but essential properties of landscape pattern at 

certain scales (Wu, 2004). Heterogeneity of environmental 

conditions, processes and interventions lead to various patches with 

different sizes, shapes, types and boundaries. Geometric shape of 

landscape patches may be an important factor in characterizing 

biodiversity, stability and functionality (Li, 2000). As a primary 

characteristic, the shape and size of a patch may be the reflection of 

landscape elements, but they are also influenced by local factors of 

environment (Forman, 1995; Hamazaki, 1996; Tanner, 2003). For 

this reason, the analysis of landscape structure using landscape 

metrics permits the accumulation of knowledge on the function of 

patches and their possible responses to natural and anthropogenic 

changes. 

Characterizing landscape patches and their mosaics have become 

possible with the advances in remote sensing and geographic 

information system (GIS) techniques (Liu et al., 2010). Critical to the 

entire landscape pattern analysis is the production of landscape land 

cover/use classification by remote sensing, which relies upon the 
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acquisition of remotely sensed data and the identification of 

information extraction methodologies that are appropriate to the 

landscape characteristics under investigation (Groom et al., 2006). 

Conventional pixel-based classifiers manipulate a single image 

element (e.g. spectral colour or tone), such as maximum likelihood, 

neural network, decision trees et al., often face the challenge of the 

so-called salt-and-pepper-effect over spectrally mixed and 

heterogeneous landscape. Object-based image analysis (OBIA) has 

been proposed as an alternative to the pixel-based classification 

approaches, that acts as a bridge between the increasing amounts of 

geospatial data and complex feature extraction problems (Blaschke 

and Strobl, 2001; Benz et al., 2004; Blaschke, 2010; Puissant et al., 

2014). It involves segmenting images into homogeneous regions and 

characterizing objects with a set of features related to spectral, 

spatial and contextual properties (Mathieu et al., 2007; Moskal et al., 

2011; Vieira et al., 2012). Those geographic objects are essentially 

represented as landscape patches with relatively homogenous and 

distinctive properties, which might be linked to the ecological function 

and human perception under a particular scale. 

Geometric shape is an important parameter in modelling the 

processes of human vision and perception (Belongie et al., 2002; van 

der Werff and van der Meer, 2008; Vieira et al., 2012). Apart from 

commonly used spectral characteristics for identifying objects, the 

shape can provide unique information for feature extraction. For 

example, some of the building footprints may present similar spectral 

colours but with different geometric shape and functions, which could 

be used as residential, commercial or industrial urban fabric. In 

addition, certain object exhibits unique shape but with different 

spectral properties. For instance, river meanders can be fully water 

filled, be filled in by sediment, be overgrown by vegetation, or a 

combination of these three land cover situations might occur. 

However, the shape of the meander will remain unchanged, thus 

offering a unique property that can be used to identify meanders 

independent from their land cover appearance (Addink and Kleinhans, 

2008; Blaschke et al., 2014). 

Modelling the shape of an object, however, might be complicated 

without unified definitions and hardly to be measured directly. 

Therefore, shape analysis in OBIA often relies on indices that 

describes the shape complexity, i.e. whether they tend to be simple 

and compact, or irregular and convoluted. The geometric feature 

indices in OBIA emphasize particular aspects of geometric shape, 

primarily include ellipticity and rectangularity, which are commonly 

available in commercial software, such as ecognition. Yet, those 

shape indices developed in ecognition often approximated as ellipse 

or rectangular by estimating the pixel distribution within an object. 
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Such elliptic fit or rectangular fit could indirectly represent the patch 

properties. For example, how much close is the object to a standard 
ellipse and the flatness of objects are estimated by the flattening of 

an ellipse. Similarly, the main direction of object is approximated by 

the major axis of ellipse. These geometric fittings might be able to 

represent the geometry into numerical numbers, but the shape could 

be completely different and hardly be able to reconstruct the original 

shape by these fitted numbers. In other words, the object would 

better to be the same as or at least similar to ellipse in order to 

achieve the accurate approximation. This prerequisite might be 

satisfied in certain applications, especially in non-spatial domain such 

as human facial pattern recognition, medical imaging et al.  

 

1.2 Problem Statement 
 

The needs for quantitative landscape modelling and analysis using 

landscape pattern indices (LPIs) have been emphasised in the 

literature over the last three decades by O‟Neill et al. (1988), Turner 

(1989, 1990, 2005), Pickett and Cadenasso (1995), Gustafson 

(1998), Wu and Hobbs (2007). Most indices are developed based on 

geometric properties of landscape elements and describe shape 

complexity using simple quantitative measurements (Lausch and 

Herzog, 2002). However, Some LPIs provide ambiguous information 

about spatial patterns with similar values describing several different 

landscapes. Typical shape indices are based on perimeter-area 

relationships like perimeter-area ratio, fractal dimension and shape 

index et al. They are dimensional metrics and involved various 

uncertainties in describing shape that are liable to be direction 

dependent, i.e. spatial anisotropy. Vector analysis theory for 

landscape pattern (VATLP) was initially introduced by Zhang et al. 

(2006), marked the beginning of vector landscape pattern analysis 

for theoretical analysing the landscape patterns with vector 

orientation. Object-based image analysis (OBIA) has been proposed 

as a method to derive tangible, GIS-ready objects from remotely 

sensed images by addressing complex feature recognition problems. 

However, no research has been done on object-based vector 

landscape pattern analysis to characterise shape complexity related 

to spatial anisotropy. The purpose of this research is to develop a 

series of novel shape indices that can adapt to spatial anisotropy and 

link to distinctive ecological functions.  

The effectiveness of the method will be demonstrated by modelling 

and characterizing different kinds of saline soils in western Songnen 

Plain, Northeast China. The expert in paleogeography and soil 

scientist working in Da'an Sodic land experiment station provided the 
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reference maps about the different degree of salinity within the study 

area. They found that the slightly saline soils are mostly aggregated 

along a large paleolake shore, the moderately saline soils are 

generally clustered around current lakes, and the severely saline soils 

are mainly concentrated continuously at the central region of the 

large paleolake. However, the geographic and spatial distributions of 

different degree of salinity are not commonly available. It is therefore 

urgently demanded to build a detailed saline soil spatial database, in 

order to make spatial decision support on scientific saline soil 

management.  

Different types of saline soils have similar spectral properties, thus 

hardly being distinguished based on remote sensing spectrum. 

However, patches of different saline soil types demonstrate distinct 

geometric characteristics, such as orientation, elongation, circular 

shape, etc. It is therefore especially useful to develop geometric 

quantitative methods to capture these geometric properties, so as to 

carry out accurately saline soil landscape pattern analysis. 

 

1.3 Research Objectives 
 

 To develop novel shape indices that can adapt to spatial 

anisotropy. 

 To test the effectiveness of the novel indices on characterizing 

different kinds of saline soils which are geometrically different, 

but spectrally similar. 

 To link the saline soil classification to ecological function level 

based on vegetation and soil physical properties. 

1.4 Research Problems 
1. How should novel vector landscape indices be developed to 

theoretically analyse patch geometric shape? 

2. Can the novel shape indices be successfully applied to 

differentiate saline soils between elongated, circular and 

irregular features? 

3. Is there a statistically significant difference in accuracy for 

classifying different kinds of saline soil between proposed 

novel shape indices and traditional shape indices? 

4. Can the saline soil classification be linked to ecological 

functions? 
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1.5 Research Approach 
The conceptual framework of this research is shown in Figure 1, in 

which four major blocks have been closely connected. The research 

starts by developing a series of novel shape indices that consider 

orientation, symmetry and shape complexity simultaneously. These 

novel shape indices are thereafter applied to vector landscape pattern 

analysis, with typical experiment of saline soil classification to 

differentiate between elongated, circular and irregular features. The 

effectiveness and separability of the indices have been investigated in 

feature characterization and modelling. In addition, the classification 

has been compared with traditional shape indices, including 

perimeter-area ratio, fractal dimension and shape index, to test the 

effectiveness and robustness of newly developed approach. Finally, 

preliminary analysis has been conducted on linking the different 

saline soils measured by vegetation and soil physical properties to 

further validate ecological meaning of the classification results. 

 

 
Figure 1 The conceptual diagram of approaches in the research. 
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2 Literature Review 
 

2.1 Traditional geometric shape indices 
Traditional geometric shape indices commonly used in landscape 

pattern analysis are based on the relative amount of perimeter per 

area to measure the complexity, usually presented as a perimeter-to-

area ratio, or as a fractal dimension, and often normalized to a simple 

Euclidean geometry (e.g., circle or square) (Moser et al., 2002). Such 

fractal analysis by perimeter-area relationships are originated from 

the scientific milestone of fractal geometry and fractal dimension by 

Mandelbrot in 1983 (Mandelbrot, 1983), which extends the usual 

ideals of classical Euclidean geometry in regard to point, segments 

and circle towards wider range of fractal geometry such as irregular, 

disjoint and singular features et al (Li, 2000). Many existing 

literatures elaborated on the concept of fractality from different 

perspectives, reaching an agreement on geometric shape with self-

similar characteristics under different scales  (Leduc et al., 1994; 

Camastra and Vinciarelli, 2002; Shen, 2002; Bruno et al., 2008). 

Fractal dimension is a quantitative measurement of complexity of the 

shape, depending to the irregularity, self-similarity and scale 

dependency of the corresponding objects (Piasecki, 2000). 

Theoretical fractal objects, such as Mandelbrot set, are self-similar, 

meaning that any small pieces of the objects are roughly similar to 

the whole. But these types of fractals are rarely used to approximate 

objects or shapes from the real world (Shen, 2002). And therefore, 

the other types of fractal are suitable to describe real-world objects 

with self-affine. These fractals are actually self-similar as well, but 

through affine transformation, like translation, rotation, scaling et al. 

Such phenomenon is closely related to scale invariant, indicating that 

the same characteristics can be observed at different scales. The 

typical example of such natural objects is land cover/land use and 

their dynamics (Bruno et al., 2008). 

Fractal dimension is the quantitative measurement of shape 

complexity at different scales with non-integer values ranging from 1 

to 2 (Li, 2000). The larger the fractal dimension value, the more 

complex the shape of the object presents. In terms of Euclidean 

geometry, dimension 1 represents as straight line, 2 as circle or 

square on 2-dimensional surface. While fractal theory claimed that 

regions with regular and less complex shape has lower fractal 

dimension (approaching to 1) and vice versa - the more irregular and 

complex shapes, the higher fractal dimension (approaching to 2). 

Because of its simplicity and sound mathematical foundation, the 

fractal dimension has gained great popularity in spatial pattern 
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analysis, especially in the field of natural and geo-spatial science 

where the measurements of geographic objects are essential. Li 

(2000) comprehensively reviewed the concept and applications of 

fractal geometry in description and analysis of patch patterns and 

dynamics. A case study on fractal analysis of southern Texas 

savannah landscape has been conducted by him and concluded that 

the fractal can represent the spatial patterns and patch dynamics to 

some extent which requires further investigation.  

Based on the traditional perimeter-area fractal analysis, landscape 

pattern analysis has developed a series of indices for presenting the 

patch shape complexity, including Perimeter-Area Ratio, fractal 

dimension, Perimeter-Area Fractal Dimension, shape index, et al. 

Nevertheless, the problems of these fractal dimension related indices 

are relatively insensitive to the differences in patch morphology and 

often present the uncertainty in patch shape identification and 

deformation extrapolation (Zhang et al., 2006). Particularly, many 

patches possess significantly different shapes but may have identical 

values for the perimeters and areas or the perimeter-area ratio, thus 

resulting into the ambiguity for shape characterization using 

perimeter-area relationships. In addition, those indices are mainly 

computed in raster format in landscape pattern analysis using 

commercial software, such as Fragstats 4.2. The perimeter lengths 

are biased upward in raster images due to the stair-stepping pattern 

of line segments, and the magnitude of this bias varies in accordance 

to the grain or resolution of the images. Therefore, it is of significance 

to develop vector-based landscape pattern analysis that can precisely 

characterize and quantify the patch geometric shape. 

2.2 Anisotropy in Landscape Ecology 
Natural phenomenon often presents the properties of heterogeneity 

and anisotropy. Spatial heterogeneity in landscape ecology often 

results in habitat fragmentation and variation within- and between- 

habitat qualities (Ye et al., 2013). Previous researches have shown 

the spatial variation in habitat patches have strong effects on 

population density and extinction events (Lambrechts et al., 2004; 

Johnson et al., 2005; Girvetz and Greco, 2007). On the contrary, the 

spatial anisotropy and corresponding ecological consequences have 

received little attention in landscape ecological research. 

Spatial anisotropy, as opposed to isotropy, represents the directional 

property of spatial pattern, in which a landscape patch trends towards 

a certain direction or orientation. Many ecological data are produced 

by geophysical and environmental processes (Gustafson, 1998; Wu et 

al., 2000). For example, the fractures, folds, and ridges on 

mountainous surface might be the result of tectonic activities. The 

ecological succession of forest ecosystem could be directional 
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dependent because of fire, precipitation or other climate conditions. 

Although anisotropic processes are arguably more common than 

isotropic ones, they have been received less attention in literatures 

because they are more problematic mathematically and requires 

more data for statistical inference (Waller and Gotway, 2004). 

Anisotropic semivariogram modelling is the most commonly used 

approach for understanding the directional spatial pattern and 

process. Semivariogram (Second-order variogram) modelling using 

kriging is the fundamental tool of geostatistical analysis. The 

theoretical semivariogram models are built upon isotropic models, 

thus many researches have adapted anisotropy to the experimental 

semivariogram (Schönfisch, 1997). Geometrically anisotropic spatial 

process, for instance, has been modelled by Bayesian analysis with 

parameters controlling geometric anisotropy and applied successfully 

on digital elevation model (DEM) (Ecker and Gelfand, 1999). Besides, 

the existence of a directional component and the quantification of 

anisotropy in digital images have been conducted by (Molina and 

Feito, 2002). In addition, the spatial variability of sea surface 

temperature in the global ocean have been analysed by anisotropic 

semivariogram model using AVHRR data (Tandeo et al., 2014). They 

all conclude that the anisotropic semivariogram model using 

geostatistical method can reveal certain anisotropic behaviour under 

appropriate parameter setting. However, the experimental 

semivariogram has to be fitted by visual examination in different 

directions on global and local levels, and the large numbers of 

parameters involved in the model make the parameter optimization 

unmanageable. Thus, the necessity of developing novel analytic 

methods and precise quantification of spatial anisotropy in landscape 

ecological research is beyond doubt. 

2.3 Vector analysis theory on landscape 
pattern 
Vector analysis theory on landscape pattern (VATLP) was initially 

proposed by (Zhang et al., 2006).  The principle of vector analysis 

theory has been originated from the classic mechanics. The planar 

properties of geometry defined in mechanics such as centroid, 

moment of inertia, product of inertia and principle axes are crucial 

since these theoretical characteristics of landscape patches help the 

understanding of shape and orientation, which directly link to 

landscape anisotropy. Based on the moments of inertia about x-axes 

and y-axes, the indices of patch orientation (PO) and vectorized patch 

orientation (VPO) can be derived from the anti-clockwise angle 

between the major principle axis and the horizontal line. Thereby, the 

patch orientation and the positive direction of patch orientation have 
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been extracted by (Zhang et al., 2006). In addition, the index of 

eccentric rate (ER) has been developed based on elliptic fit. Those 

indices have been successfully applied on understanding the 

ecological processes, such as energy and material flows, underlying 

the formation of ecological gradients and patterns in the Qian'an 

group lakes. 

The idea of vector analysis theory bridged the gap between modern 

landscape ecology and spatial analytic geometry, and revolutionized 

the landscape ecological researches to link the landscape anisotropy 

to various ecological functions. However, the fundamental of such 

vector analysis theory proposed by (Zhang et al., 2006) is built upon 

the ellipsoidal fit and the principle axes of fitted ellipse are assumed 

to be exactly the same as the orientation of patch. Such elliptic 

approximation is rather a strong assumption and might not be 

sensitive enough to reflect some irregular patch shapes, due to the 

lack of understanding on the shape complexity related to spatial 

anisotropy. 

2.4 Minimum Bounding Box and its 
application 
 

The Minimum bounding rectangular, also known as 2-dimensional 

minimum bounding box, lies at the heart of many computational 

geometry applications, such as ray tracing, collision avoidance, and 

hidden object detection (Anderson and Cychosz, 1990; Hubbard, 

1995; Szegedy et al., 2013). The most commonly used minimum 

bounding box was calculated by envelope, which also named as 

minimum bounding envelope (Chan and Tan, 2001). The minimum 

bounding envelope contains the entire points in a region in the 

Cartesian coordinate system (Freeman and Shapira, 1975). Based on 

the maximum and minimum coordinates in x- and y- axis, the 

minimum bounding envelope can be swiftly built up and served as the 

simple location and representation of certain objects. This kind of 

bounding box has been extensively used in geographic information 

systems (GIS), especially in geospatial data representation and 

Spatial indexing schemes (Zhu et al., 2007). The minimum bounding 

envelope covering the extent of data within a spatial dataset indicates 

where the geographical phenomenon occurs, and is the most useful 

tool for understanding whether or not the data overlaps a specific 

area of interest. Most geospatial standards, including ISO 19115 and 

Dublin Core Metadata Initiative (DCMI), present the bounding box of 

datasets in metadata information (Albrecht, 1999). 

However, the minimum bounding envelope does not take the 

orientation into account, which largely restricts the applications in 
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computer graphics and image processing. Most geometric features 

computed from segmented images including elongatedness, 

rectangularity, moments, and other shape descriptors cannot be 

derived from objects themselves. The minimum bounding rectangular 

is considered as the essential step towards geometric feature 

extraction and image object understanding (Chaudhuri and Samal, 

2007). Finding a minimum bounding box that can cover exactly the 

polygon and represent the polygon characteristics properly needs 

appropriate approaches. 

The most widely used approach for finding the minimum bounding 

box was initially developed by Toussaint (1983), which was called 

oriented minimum bounding boxes (OMBB) in computer graphics. The 

idea was trying to pack convex polygons into a rectangle of smallest 

size, measured either by area or by perimeter. Therefore, the first 

step is to compute the convex hull of the input polygon using 

mathematical algorithms, such as Quick Hull, Gift Wrapping, 

Graham‟s Algorithm and so on. Thereafter, the so-called “Rotating 

Callipers” has been implemented for finding the OMBB. The 

assumption is that each convex hull edge should coincide with one of 

the four calliper lines, and the resulting OMBB is the OMBB candidate 

with the smallest area (Freeman and Shapira, 1975). The advantage 

of this method is simple and computational efficient since both steps 

are linear in terms of computing complexity. However, the problems 

of such rotating calliper approach become evident when the numbers 

of vertices of the input polygon are large and complex with self-

intersect and holes.  

More recently, Werman and Keren (2001) presents a Bayesian 

method for fitting the models to find both parametric and non-

parametric rectangles. Saha et al. (2012) have presented a region-

based approach to the fitting of objects by rectangles. These 

advanced approaches often require normalization of shape into unit 

disk and tuning of parameter settings, which are often data and 

application specific and largely restricted for further applications. 

In (Chaudhuri and Samal, 2007), a fast method for fitting of 

bounding rectangle to polygon has been adopted, in which the 

bounding rectangle has been built upon the boundary vertices of 

polygon and the orientation was determined by the major axis and 

minor axis of the object based on centroid and moments. Such 

moment based minimum bounding box is promising due to its 

invariant to translation, rotation and scaling. However, in some 

situations, the boxes are not minimum and sensitive to noise and 

variation in the polygon vertices.  

Though the minimum bounding box has been built up in various 

methods and widely applied in computational geometric, computer 

graphics and image processing et al. To the best of our knowledge, 
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however, no research has been done on landscape pattern analysis to 

model the vector landscape patterns accurately. In this research, 

therefore, a simple but novel method has been put forward to 

accurately characterize the bounding box of landscape patches. It 

was based on a least square regression method to fit the box 

orientation, and the global coordinate was then transformed into the 

local coordinate of that regression line. The candidate oriented 

minimum bounding box has been constructed by the minimum and 

maximum coordinate. Thereafter, the minimum width has been 

searched by rotating certain amount of angle to ensure the box fit the 

polygon find the best orientation.  

Based on constructed minimum width bounding box (MWBB), a series 

of indices could be extracted. These indices are mainly related to the 

orientation and shape complexity. For example, the direction and 

orientation of MWBB that represent the polygon global direction and 

orientation. At the same time, the orientation of moment box (MB) 

built from centroid and moment of inertia can also be obtained. The 

orientation difference between MWBB and MB might be useful for 

analysing the inner symmetric structure and indicating the potential 

oriented shapes. The shape complexity such as compactness can be 

built up by the area-to-area ratio between polygon and MWBB, the 

length to width of the polygon represented by MWBB, and perimeter-

to-perimeter ratio can be extracted as well. These newly developed 

shape indices are expected to reflect the shape complexity directly 

related to the spatial anisotropy, which can overcome the limitations 

of shape characterization using traditional shape indices, such as 

perimeter-area ratio, fractal dimension and shape index, etc. The 

novel shape indices was tested on a real problem of modelling and 

characterizing different kinds of saline soils that are geometrically 

different, but spectrally similar, and further linked to their ecological 

functions. 
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3 Methods 

3.1 Minimum Width Bounding Box 
Minimum bounding box, in computational geometry, generally 

referred to the smallest enclosing rectangle with the least measure 

(area, width, length or perimeter) over two-dimensional space 

(Chaudhuri and Samal, 2007). The properties of a minimum bounding 

box are translation, rotation and reflection invariant in terms of its 

enclosing polygon, thus indicating the corresponding orientation of 

original polygon.  

Vector landscape indices in this study are based on the minimum 

bounding box by width in consideration of its capability to capture the 

orientation of polygon. The length perpendicular to the minimum 

width of bounding box has been determined aligned with the oriented 

axis of the polygon. Although the minimum area bounding box also 

indicates orientation with minimum area rectangle, however, it is 

hardly to guarantee the length since the minimum width has not been 

searched. Comparisons between minimum area bounding box (MABB) 

and minimum bounding width box (MWBB) with a typical object are 

shown in Figure 2. It shows that the MABB does not have any 

orientations with almost horizontal of 178.9, whereas the object is 

actually having 148.3 degree orientation quantified by MWBB. 

 
Figure 2 Comparison between minimum area bounding box (MABB) and minimum width 

bounding box (MWBB). 

The constructions of the minimum width bounding box in this 

research are largely depending on the spatial distribution of the 
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vertices along the boundary of the polygon. A least square linear 

regression has been conducted to fit a line, followed by an axis 

transformation to the local coordinate systems. The bounding box can 

then be built up based on the maximum projections of each vertex on 

the new axis. Since the vertex density and spatial distribution often 

influences the size of the bounding box, which is not the minimum 

width bounding box in most cases, the MWBB has been searched 

numerically by the so-called “rotation calliper” method given user 

defined threshold. Detailed steps for building the MWBB has been 

summarised below: 

 

Step 1: Least square approximation to fit a line (Figure 3) 

Linear function minimizing squared errors can be calculated as: 

                                    ( )                                                   (1) 

2 regression parameters can be computed as (Equation 2-3): 
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From Equation 1-7, the parameter b1 is the slope of the fitted line, 

and the variable n is the number of vertex of each polygon. 

 

(a) (b) 
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Figure 3 Illustration of linear least square approximation: (a) original polygon, (b) least 
square fitting by the vertices of polygon. 

 

Step 2: Coordinate transformation based on the calculated slope 

Coordinate transformation based on the fitted line (Figure 4) 

                                          ( )                                               (8) 

                                             ( )                                            (9) 

Therefore,    ( ) and    ( ) can be calculated via Equation 8 and 9. 

Given a vertex (   ) in global coordinate system with origin(     ), 
new coordinate (     ) can be extracted by coordinate translation and 

rotation (Equation 10). 
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By translating and rotating the axes, the x-axis in new coordinate 

system is along the fitted line. A point on the x-axis is randomly 

selected as the origin of new coordinate, and the y-axis is 

perpendicular to the new x-axis as shown in Figure 4. 

 
Figure 4 Illustration of coordinate transformation from original x-y coordinates into local 

coordinates. 

 

Step 3:  Finding the maximum and minimum coordinates of the 

vertices 

     Under the new coordinate system, the maximum and minimum y-

coordinate of the vertices, Ymin and Ymax, as well as those of x-
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coordinate, Xmin and Xmax, can be determined, which then could be 

used as the initial minimum bounding box.  

Step 4: Rotating calliper to numerically search the minimum width 

bounding box (Figure 5) 

The main axis fitted by least square approximation is largely 

influenced by vertex density and distribution. Therefore, it is 

necessary to numerically search the best solutions for the MWBB. 

Both clockwise and anti-clockwise with a large scope of 40 degree has 

been exhaustively searched numerically. The initial angle for each 

rotation has been set as  , iteratively increase or decrease a small 

angle (predefined as  ) to find the bounding box with minimum width 

or approximate to the minimum. Such bounding rectangle is 

minimum width bounding box (MWBB) with orientation. 

 
Figure 5 Patch with Minimum Width Bounding Box (MWBB). 

 

Vector landscape indices based on Minimum bounding box 

Suppose a polygon P area and perimeter as PA and PP. The area and 

perimeter of Minimum width bounding box are MWBA and MWBP. The 

length of the box is MWBL, while the width of the box is MWBW. 

A series of indices can be extracted to quantify the shape complexity. 

These could be based on the area ratio between polygon and the 

MWBB, the perimeter ratio between polygon and the MWBB, 

minimum box length-to-width ratio.  

Meanwhile, the orientation (0, 180) and direction (0, 360) of the box 

can be obtained. The direction is determined by the polygon area 

difference on different sides of the middle line of the minimum width 

bounding box (Figure 6). Figure 6-b shows that the upper left side of 
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the polygon is larger than the lower right side. Thereby, the direction 

is toward the upper left side. 

 
Figure 6 The determination of orientation of polygon: (a) minimum width bounding box 

with its middle line (b) the vector direction of the polygon derived from the differences of 
polygon area. 

3.2 Moment Box 
 

The moment box (MB) was built upon centroid and moment of inertia 

to obtain moment orientation (MO). Vector analysis theory on 

landscape pattern (VATLP) based on mechanics such as centroid, 

moment of inertia, product of inertia and principal axes was initially 

proposed by Zhang et al. (2006). The principle of moment orientation 

has been briefly reviewed as follows: 

The shape of a polygon is assumed to be based on rotational motion. 

The moment indicates the tendency of a force to rotate an object 

about an axis, which is defined as the integral of the distance over 

entire area. Suppose (x, y) is a point within an object. The x- and y- 

axes are defined by the mapping coordinate system. The centroid 
  ( ̅  ̅) can be extracted by the first order moment about x-axes (  ) 
and about y-axes (  ) (Equation 11-14). Figure 7 shows the centroid 

of polygon obtained by x-y coordinates. 

                                         ∫                                               (11) 

                                         ∫                                               (12) 

                                        
  

 
                                                  (13) 

                                        
  

 
                                                  (14) 

(a) (b) 
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Figure 7 The centroid of polygon. 

The polygon‟s moment of inertia determines the force needed for a 

desired angular acceleration about an axis of rotation. It largely 

depends on the shape of object and might be different between 

distinct axes. A larger moment of inertia requires stronger force to 

increase or stop the rotation. In classical mechanics, the moment of 

inertia about the x-axes (    ) and about y-axes (    ) as well as 

product of inertia (   ) can be calculated by second order moment 

(Equation 15-17). An illustration of Centroid and moments of inertia 

has been shown in Figure 8. 
                                        ∫                                                (15) 

                                        ∫                                                (16) 

                                        ∫                                               (17) 
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Figure 8 An illustration of centroid and moments of inertia by x-axis and y-axis. 

Suppose the centroid is the origin of local coordinates. Two mutually 

perpendicular moments, i.e. major axis and minor axis, are passing 

through the centroid. The minimum rotational moment is the major 

axis and the maximum rotational moment is the minor axis. The 

moment orientation (MO) is defined as the angle between the major 

axis and horizontal line. The MO can be acquired by the following 

Equation 18-19: 

                                   
    

       
                                      (18) 

                               
 

 
          

       
                           (19) 

The above mentioned equations can be discretized to calculate the 

coordinates of individual vertices. Interested readers can refer to 

Zhang et al (2006) for the detailed equations after discretization, 

which are not included due to volume limitation of this dissertation. 

3.3 Novel Shape Indices 
 

All the novel shape indices are developed based on the minimum 

width bounding box (MWBB) and moment box (MB). These indices 

mainly focus on geometric orientation and shape complexity. 

The orientation difference index (ODI) is an index that measures the 

angle between the MWBB direction and the MB major axis orientation. 

Figure 9 shows (a) the MWBB (blue box) and MB (red box) of polygon 

and (b) the angle between MWBB direction (blue line with arrow) and 

the MB major axis orientation (red dash line). 

 

(a) (b) 
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Figure 9 The orientation difference index (ODI) of polygon: (a) the combination of 
MWBB (blue) and MB (red) (b) the angle between MWBB direction (blue line with arrow) 

and the MB major axis orientation (red dash line). 

The development of this ODI is to analyse the orientation of objects 

and indicate the inner spatial structure of geometric shape. The 

MWBB is considered as a benchmark of orientation and direction that 

does not change along with rotation, reflection and translation due to 

its robustness and stability in object characterization given the width 

of an object fixed. However, the MB is essentially built upon centroid 

and gravity, which is influenced by the inner shape and structural 

distribution. Figure 9-b shows that the bottom left corner of the red 

box (MB) passing through the centroid rotates downside compared 

with blue box (MWBB) mainly due to the extra area at the bottom left 

of the object. The moment orientation rotates clockwise to maintain 

the force balance in this case. If an object has the ellipsoid shape, 

then the red box and blue box will be exactly the same and the ODI 

will be 0. In other words, the ODI shows the characteristics of 

rotational symmetry properties to a certain degree. The smaller the 

ODI, the more symmetric the shape presents. 

The shape complexity in this method is mainly related to 

Elongatedness (Length-to-width ratio of MWBB), Compactness (Area 

ratio between polygon and MWBB), ruggedness (Perimeter ratio 

between polygon and MWBB). These features are developed to 

characterize the complexity of certain objects and to recognize the 

emerging patterns. These features are dimensionless and robust for 

classification without changing along with the size of the shape, which 

might be able to infer certain classes of objects with distinctive 

geometric properties. For example, some of the objects may have the 

properties of elongatedness and high compactness but with low 

ruggedness, which represents some special patterns.  

 
 

Figure 10 Same ratio of patch perimeter and patch area, shape complexities are equally 
measured by traditional shape metrics, but with completely different geometric shape. 
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These features are developed to recognize some geometric shapes 

that have same or similar perimeter-area ratio but completely with 

different shapes. Figure 10 shows a typical example of such kind of 

object with exactly the same perimeter-area ratio but different 

geometric shape because of anisotropic orientation. The patches 

(objects) having the same perimeter-area ratios will lead to 

uncertainties based on traditional shape indices related to perimeter-

area relationship. By describing the orientation, elongatedness, 

compactness in regard to MWBB, the uncertainty of landscape 

modelling and pattern analysis would be reduced or even eliminated 

by appropriate applications. 

 
Table 1 Detailed description of novel shape indices and traditional shape indices in this 
study. 

Method Indices (Acronym) Description 

Proposed Novel 
Shape Indices 

MWBB Orientation (MO) 
The orientation (0-180 degree) of 
minimum width bounding box  

MWBB Direction (MD) 
The direction (0-360 degree) of 
minimum width bounding box  

MWBB Length/Width 
(MWBBLW) 

The ratio between length (m) and 
width (m) of minimum width 
bounding box  

Polygon Area/MWBB Area 
(PAMWBA) 

The ratio between polygon area (m
2
) 

and minimum width bounding box 
area  (m

2
)  

Polygon Perimeter/MWBB 
Perimeter (PPMWBP) 

The ratio between polygon 
perimeter (m) and minimum width 
bounding box perimeter (m) 

Orientation Difference Index 
(ODI) 

The angle between direction of 
MWBB (0-360 degree) and Moment 
box major orientation (0-180 degree) 

Traditional 
Shape Indices 
(Neel et al., 

2004) 

Perimeter-Area ratio (PARA) 
The ratio of the patch perimeter (m) 
to area (m

2
)  

Shape index (SHAPE) 

patch perimeter (m) divided by the 
square root of patch area (m

2
), 

adjusted by a constant to adjust for a 
square standard 

Fractal Dimension (FRAC) 
2 times the logarithm of patch 
perimeter (m) divided by the log of 
patch area (m

2
) 
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Table 1 summarized the proposed novel shape indices and traditional 

shape indices. The description of novel shape indices presents the 

orientation (degree) and dimensionless shape complexity. However, 

the traditional shape indices including polygon perimeter-area ratio, 

shape index, fractal dimension, have the dimensional properties. The 

dimensionless characteristics of the proposed novel shape indices can 

potentially overcome the uncertainties of shape characterization 

resulting from the variation of patch size. 
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4 Study Area and Data Material 

4.1 Study Area 
 

The study area is located between 122°03′41‟‟E – 124°38′45‟‟E and 

43°54′58′′N – 45°45′50‟‟N, the hinterland of western Songnen Plain, 

Northeast China, mainly covering western Jilin Province and Inner 

Mongolia Autonomous Region (Figure 11). The climate of this area is 

characterized as temperate continental monsoon ranging from semi-

humid to semi-arid with an annual average temperature of 4°C (Chi 

and Wang, 2010). Monthly temperature in January is from -16°C to -

26°C and that in July is from 21°C to 23°C. The frost-free period is 

about 151 days each year from late May to early November (Dianwei 

et al., 2009). 

Annual mean precipitation is around 370-400 mm with 80% falls in 

July and August, causing a moisture deficit during 7 months per year 

(Wang et al., 2009). But the annual evaporation reaches to 1700-

1900 mm in average. So the evaporation 4-5 times greater than the 

precipitation. Seasons alternate between dry and windy springs, 

humid and warm summers with intensive rainfall, windy and dry 

early-frost autumns and long, severe cold winters with relatively little 

snowfall. 

 
Figure 11 Map of the study area delineated in red polygon. The image presented is DEM 

elevation within study area. 
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Figure 12 Example photos of the saline soil characteristics of Western Songnen Plain, 

Northeast China during September: (a) slightly saline soil along large paleolake shore, (b) 
moderately saline soil around current lake, and (c, d) severely saline soil at central region of 

the large paleolake. 

 

The soil salinization and alkalization of western Songnen Plain has 

been widely concerned as a major environmental problem related to 

land degradation and reduced rangeland productivity. Figure 12 

shows the photos of typical saline soil at western Songnen Plain with 

clear white colours, which requires careful attention as a major 

impediment to sustainable agriculture. The development of these 

salt-affected soils is a comprehensive result of several natural 

environmental factors, including climate, geology, parent material, 

hydrological conditions, water chemistry, and the freeze-thaw factor. 

The study area was located within a large paleolake, the so-called 

Songliao Paleolake, formed after the Triassic Era by seawater 

incursion events due to tectonic and geological activities (Hu et al., 

2015). The total area of the large paleolake was about 5×104 km2 and 

the geographic extent of such paleolake was roughly illustrated by 

(Qiu et al., 2012) according to the sedimentary sequences and 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
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lithological characteristics of more than 500 bores. The paleolake 

gradually disappeared at the beginning of Late Pleistocene due to the 

slow rise of the Songnen Plain and long term dry cold climate, left 

some elongated patterns of saline soils along the large paleolake 

shore formed by some complicated geomorphological processes over 

a long period of time. At the central region of the large paleolake, the 

western Songnen Plain had deposited over 5000 meters alluvial-

lacustrine sediments and had been separated into numerous salt-

affected lakes. Those lakes and surrounding saline soils are primarily 

moderately saline soil according to reference maps created by local 

experts. These moderately saline soils are highly oriented landscape 

influenced by the strong prevailing wind in winter from northwest to 

southeast, as the extreme dry weather condition and sandy, 

uncovered soil characteristics. In addition, the soil freeze-and thaw 

processes have given rise to upward movement and evapo-

concentration of soluble salts present in shallow groundwater (Zhang 

and Shijie, 2001). The surface evaporation and low soil permeability 

have resulted in the severely saline soil continuously distributed with 

high degree of salt accumulation. However, those saline soils along 

the large paleolake shore mostly have low degree of salinity, in 

regard to the relatively high elevation of local topography and shallow 

ground water tables. 

Due to soil salinization, no natural tree species exist in the study 

area. The western Songnen Plain is extremely ecological fragile and 

lack of biodiversity. Only some of the salt tolerant grass communities 

can grow on these salt-affected soils, such as Leymus chinensis, 

Puccinellia tenuiflora and Suaeda corniculata.  

4.2 Data Material 

4.2.1 Landsat 8 OLI Imagery 

 

Three cloud-free scenes acquired by the Landsat 8 OLI imagery 

captured on 15 September 2014 (Path 120, Row 28-29 and Path 119 

Row 29) were used in this research. The images were composed of 

seven multi-spectral bands (Coastal, Blue, Green, Red, NIR, SWIR1 

and SWIR2) with a spatial resolution of 30 m.  

The atmospheric effects of the imageries were removed using 6S 

atmospheric radiative transfer model by accurately converting the 

measured at-sensor radiance to surface reflectance (Vermote et al., 

1997). The images were then geo-rectified to the Transverse 

Mercator Projection based on a topographic map at a scale of 1:50 

000 using 50 evenly distributed ground control points. A third order 

polynomial model was used for rectification implementing the nearest 

neighbour algorithm with a pixel size of 30 m × 30 m for all bands. 
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The root mean square errors were less than 0.5 pixels (15 m). 

Finally, a mosaic was constructed by these three scenes covering the 

entire study area. 

4.2.2 Ancillary Data 

The ancillary data used in this study include: 1) the National Land 

cover/Land use Database of China, 2) Reference maps of different 

saline soil types provided by local experts, 3) Obview-3 Panchromatic 

images and other high resolution imageries 4) geophysical data of the 

study area, 5) vegetation atlas of China. 

1) National Land cover/Land use Database of China (NLUCD-2000) 

was used as a reference land cover data for assisting image 

segmentation and initial accuracy assessment. It was visually 

interpreted from remotely sensed images on 21 September 2000 

(Landsat TM 30 m × 30 m), and stored in ArcGIS Geodatabase. The 

interpretation was based on “The Standard of Remote Sensing 

Interpretation of Land Resource Investigation of China” (Liu et al., 

2002; Boles et al., 2004). The overall accuracy of classification is 

over 85%. For more detailed information about the interpretation, 

please see (Liu et al., 2003)and (Xian et al., 2009).  

2) Reference maps of saline soil types have been provided by the 

local experts, including the expert in paleogeography and soil 

scientists working in Da'an Sodic land experiment station. They found 

that different degrees of salinity within the study area are strongly 

correlated to specific geographic location and geometric shape. Most 

of the slightly saline soils are along a large paleolake shore, the 

moderately saline soils are generally clustered around current lakes, 

and the severely saline soils are mainly concentrated continuously at 

the central region of the large paleolake. These reference maps are 

used as expert knowledge to develop rule sets for feature extraction. 

3) Obview-3 Panchromatic images and other high spatial resolution 

imageries were used as object-based signature training and accuracy 

assessment. The Obview-3 Panchromatic images were downloaded 

from EarthExplorer of U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) 

(http://earthexplorer.usgs.gov). Other Quickbird and Worldview-2 

images were acquired from Bing Map Aerial (©2013 Nokia, ©2014 

Microsoft Corporation) and Google Maps (Image © 2014 CNES / 

Astrium, Google Map data ©2014). The training and validation 

sample plots were carefully selected by visual interpretation for 

object-based vector pattern analysis. 

4) The geophysical data involved in this study includes Digital 

Elevation Model (DEM) and geomorphological map of Northeast 

China. The ASTER Global Digital Elevation Model (ASTER GDEM) was 

collected in October 2011 using stereo-pair images generated by 

ASTER sensor at ground resolution of 30m. The geomorphological 

http://earthexplorer.usgs.gov/
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map was used as assistant reference for micro-relief on a scale of 1 

︰100 000 (Committee of Geomorphological Map of China, 2009). 

Both of them were reprojected to Transverse Mercator Projection and 

then subset to the study area. 

5) The Vegetation Atlas of China was used to guide the interpretation 

and link the classification to the ecological function. It is worth 

mentioning that the Vegetation Atlas of China is currently the most 

detailed material in reflecting vegetation types and their distribution 

across China. It includes 54 vegetation types and 796 vegetation 

communities and sub-communities (Huang and Siegert, 2006). In 

order to facilitate the utility of the Vegetation Atlas of China, under 

the support of projects “Environmental & Ecological Science Data 

Centre for West China, National Natural Science Foundation of China” 

(http://westdc.westgis.ac.cn) and “Data-sharing Network of Earth 

System Science”, totally 60 maps covering all of China were digitized 

by Cold and Arid Regions Environmental and Engineering Research 

Institute, Chinese Academy of Sciences (Ran et al., 2012). The digital 

maps were then matched and spliced, and each digital boundary was 

assigned to a lot of vegetation attributes including vegetation type, 

vegetation community and sub-community. In this research, the 

digital vegetation atlas was overlaid with the classified objects in 

geographical information system (GIS) environment to link the saline 

soil class to vegetation communities and ecological functions. 

 

http://westdc.westgis.ac.cn/
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5 Results and analysis 

5.1 Spectral Segmentation and Object-based 
Classification 

5.1.1 Spectral segmentation  
 

The initial step for object-based image analysis is image 

segmentation. The multi-resolution segmentation algorithm was 

carried out in eCognition 8.9 software.  Multi-resolution segmentation 

is a bottom-up region-merging approach based on the idea of Fractal 

Net Evolution (Baatz and Schape, 2000; Benz et al., 2004). The 

objects were grouped into meaningful information according to 

geographic features based on scale and homogeneity parameters. 

The homogeneity parameters are further determined by the 

parameters of shape and compactness. The interested objects in this 

research are saline soils and lakes, particularly saline soils with 

complex geometric shape highly influenced by spatial anisotropy. 

These features are rather spectrally distinctive and compact. On 

remote sensing image, the saline soils present brilliant white colour 

and the lakes are pure blue or dark blue, and most of them are 

clustering into certain locations. Therefore, we set the shape 

parameter as 0.2 (0.8 for spectral) and the compactness to be 0.8. 

The determination of appropriate scale in OBIA is very challenging 

(Drǎguţ et al., 2014). The degree of heterogeneity within an image 

object is controlled by a scale parameter by a subjective measure. In 

eCognition Developer 8.9 software it is called scale parameter.  The 

average size of segmented image influences on the accuracy of 

classification. Thus, the decision of scale parameter selection is 

essential in remote sensing segmentation.  

The ESP (Estimation of Scale Parameter) tool was used to estimate 

the appropriate scales built on the local variance of object 

heterogeneity within a scene (Woodcock and Strahler, 1987; Drǎguţ 

et al., 2010). Figure 13 shows the rate of change and local variance 

estimated by ESP tool in the study area. The optimal scale of OBIA is 

85 with a peak of ROC (0.72). 
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Figure 13 Optimal scale size estimated by ESP (Estimation of Scale Parameter) tool with 
optimal scale parameter: 85 (ROC: 0.72). 

The multi-resolution segmentation was implemented with a scale 

parameter of 85. The partial view result was shown below in Figure 

14(a), in which most of the interested objects are over-segmented. 

For example, the lake has been segmented into different parts. 

Therefore, the spectral difference has been used to reduce the 

meaningless over-segmentation. The maximum spectral difference 

has been parameterized by trial-and-error and determined as 40 in 

this study. Figure 14(b) illustrates the effects of combining multi-

resolution segmentation and spectral difference segmentation. The 

objects of interest (saline soils and lakes) have been maintained 

without much confusion visually.  
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Figure 14 The comparison between multi-resolution segmentation and multi-resolution 
segmentation combined with spectral difference segmentation. 

 

Segmentation problems still maintain visually in terms of over-

segmentation and under-segmentation. Particularly, some of the 

artificial objects like roads and bridges break the entire objects into 

different parts (over-segmentation). Meanwhile, some of the villages 

and rivers are highly close to the saline soils or lakes, which wrongly 

mix them together as an object (under-segmentation). Therefore, the 

segmentation was further improved by two experts in OBIA through 

manual rectification. The final segmentation results are illustrated by 

Figure 15. 

 
Figure 15 The final segmentation results in the study area. 

5.1.2 Object-based classification 

 

The object-based classification was based on the spectral brightness 

of Landsat 8 OLI (7 bands) assisted by the thematic information of 

National Land cover/Land use Database of China (NLUCD-2000) using 

object-based nearest neighbour classifier. The training sample sets of 

saline soils, lakes and others have been selected all over the study 

area and the classification results were shown in Figure 16. The 

overall classification accuracy was higher than 85% by visual cross 

validation with Obview-3 Panchromatic imagery downloaded from 

USGS (Earth explorer), Bing Map Aerial and Google Maps. 
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Figure 16 Object-based classification results of lake and saline soil. 

5.2 Spectral Separability of Saline Soil 
 

Known from local experts in geography and paleoecology, the saline 

soils in the study area are generally fell into three different types, i.e. 

slightly saline soil along a large paleolake shore, moderately saline 

soil around current lake and severely saline soil continuously 

distributed at the central region of the large paleolake. The three 

kinds of saline soils are complex features with distinct geometric 

shape. Before further investigating the geometric shape, however, 

spectral information is commonly used to differentiate different 

degree of salinity, especially with traditional pixel-based classification 

approach. Therefore, it is necessary to test the spectral separability 

among these three types to identify whether they are separable in 

spectral tone. 
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Figure 17 The spectral brightness comparison among three different saline soil types, i.e. 

the slightly, moderately and severely saline soil. 

Figure 17 shows the boxplot of spectral brightness among three 

different kinds of saline soil. The slightly saline soils along large 

paleolake shore are slightly smaller than those moderately saline soil 

around current lake, but still has some overlaps in terms of spectral 

brightness. While the spectral brightness of moderately saline soil is 

mostly the same as that of severely saline soil. The variabilities of 

moderately saline soils are high with large standard deviation and 

some outliers in comparison with other two types of saline soils. 

Each band comparison between three different types have been 

shown in Figure 18, which further proves our findings in spectral 

separability. 

 
Figure 18 Each band of Landsat 8 OIL comparison among three different saline soil types, 

i.e. the slightly, moderately and severely saline soil. 
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5.3 Saline Soil Pattern Extraction 

5.3.1 Slightly Saline Soil Shape Extraction 

 

Object-based vector landscape pattern analysis has been carried out 

by rule-based feature extraction. The slightly saline soil has been 

identified by orientation, elongatedness and compactness. The 

detailed rule sets are given in Table 2.  
Table 2 Detailed rule sets developed for feature extraction of slightly saline soil. 

Shape descriptor Shape indices Rules 

orientation Orientation difference index <= 4.6 

Elongatedness 
Minimum width bounding box 

length/width 
> 3 

Compactness 
Area ratio between polygon 

and minimum box 
> 0.34 

 

The feature extraction result of the slightly saline soil (45 patches) 

has been shown in Figure 19. 

 
Figure 19 The feature extraction of the slightly saline soil. 
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1) Orientation Feature Extraction 

 “Orientation difference index” has been built up based on the 

characteristics of paleolake shore (strongly oriented) with relatively 

small orientation difference between minimum width bounding boxes 

and moment boxes. The orientation difference is a relative 

measurement showing the orientation and symmetric information. 

The smaller orientation difference indicates the higher level of 

orientation and symmetric properties. The threshold of orientation 

difference has been set less than 4.6 to extract the relative small 

orientation difference. Figure 20 illustrates the results of orientation 

extraction. 

 
Figure 20 The illustration of orientation difference index (ODI) rule sets developed for 

orientation feature extraction of slightly saline soil. 

105 out of 225 patches have been extracted by the orientation rule 

sets. From Figure 20, the slightly saline soils have been maintained. 

2) Elongatedness Feature Extraction 

The shape of the slightly saline soils can also be described by 

elongatedness because of the elongating shape. The minimum width 

bounding box length/width has been threshold larger than 3 to 

extract elongatedness features. The 105 patches have been 

dramatically reduced to 47 patches by elongatedness, which has been 

shown in Figure 21. 
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Figure 21 The illustration of minimum box length/width rule sets developed for 

elongatedness feature extraction of slightly saline soil. 

3) Compactness Feature Extraction 

The slightly saline soils are generally compact. The area ratio 

between polygon and minimum box has been set larger than 0.34 to 

obtain the high compactness. Two more patches have been removed 

because of low compactness, with compactness value of 0.328 and 

0.315 respectively. The results of these two objects and other 45 

remained patches have been highlighted in Figure 22. 

 
Figure 22 The illustration of polygon area/box area rule sets developed for compactness 

feature extraction of slightly saline soil. 
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5.3.2 Moderately Saline Soil Shape Extraction 

The moderately saline soil has been extracted by its complex circular 

shape. The length-to-width ratio (minimum bounding box length to 

width), compactness (area ratio between polygon and MWBB) as well 

ruggedness (perimeter ratio between polygon and MWBB) have been 

used to describe the shape characteristics of moderately saline soil. 

Table 3 shows the rule sets of moderately saline soil classification. 
Table 3 Detailed rule sets developed for feature extraction of moderately saline soil. 

Shape descriptor Shape indices Rules 

Length-to-width ratio 
Minimum width bounding box 

length/width 
< 2.8 

Compactness 
Area ratio between polygon and 

minimum box 
(0.18 - 0.57) 

Ruggedness 
Perimeter ratio between polygon 

and minimum box 
< 2.22 

 

The classification results of moderately saline soils have been shown 

in Figure 23, in which 117 patches have been extracted out of 225 

patches. 

 
Figure 23 The feature extraction of the moderately saline soil. 
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1) Length-to-width ratio feature extraction 

The length-to-width ratio (minimum bounding box length to width 

ratio) of moderately saline soils is low because most of the saline 

soils around current lakes are tend to be circular shape with similar 

length and width. In this research, the length-to-width ratio has been 

tuned to less than 2.8 to obtain relatively small aspect ratio. The 

classification results of length-to-width ratio with 172 patches out of 

225 have been shown in Figure 24. 

 
Figure 24 The illustration of minimum box length/width rule sets developed for 

compactness feature extraction of moderately saline soil. 

2) Compactness feature extraction 

Most of the moderately saline soils are crescent-shaped circular and 

curved elongating shapes surrounding the current lakes, with 

relatively low compactness. The threshold of area ratio between 

polygon and box has been set larger than 0.17 and smaller than 0.51 

to get the relatively small compactness. The resulting compactness of 

moderately saline soil has reduced to 128 patches from 172 patches 

previously (Figure 25). 
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Figure 25 The illustration of polygon area/box area rule sets developed for relatively low 

compactness feature extraction of moderately saline soil. 

3) Ruggedness feature extraction 

The shapes of moderately saline soil are mostly low boundary 

roughness in comparison with severely saline soil and close to circle 

in a certain degree. The ruggedness is described by the perimeter 

ratio between polygon and box, which is set to be smaller than 2.22 

to remove the complex rugged shapes, which the final 117 lake saline 

soils have been extracted. Figure 26 shows the results of 

classification with highlight of the removed shape that has high 

ruggedness. 
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Figure 26 The illustration of polygon perimeter/box perimeter rule sets developed for low 
ruggedness feature extraction of moderately saline soil. 

5.3.3 Severely Saline Soil Shape Extraction 

 

The extraction of severely saline soil is purely built upon size and 

geometric shape. The developed rule sets are based on large polygon 

area and high ruggedness (high perimeter ratio between polygon and 

box). These two classification rules can directly extract the 9 patches 

of severely saline soil. The detailed rule sets and classification results 

have been shown in Table 4 and Figure 27 respectively. 

 
Table 4 Detailed rule sets developed for feature extraction of severely saline soil. 

Shape descriptor Shape indices Rules 

Area Polygon area >= 14400000 

Ruggedness 
Perimeter ratio between polygon 

and minimum box 
> 3.4 

 

 
Figure 27 The feature extraction of the severely saline soil. 
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5.3.4 Saline Soil Classification Results 

 

The final classification results have been shown in Figure 28. Four 

kinds of saline soils have been identified, i.e. slightly saline soil, 

moderately saline soil, severely saline soil and other saline soils. Note, 

the other saline soils are the features with uncertain shapes 

scattering around villages, farmland, et al. 

 
Figure 28 The final saline soil classification results. 

5.4 Spatial Statistics of Three Saline Soils 

5.4.1 Basic Statistics of Slightly Saline Soil 

 

The basic statistics of slightly saline soil have been summarized by 

Table 5. It involves statistical elements of each feature, which is 

minimum, maximum, mean and standard deviation (SD). The 

preliminary features calculated by the vector landscape pattern 
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analysis include area, perimeter, area ratio between polygon and box 

(PA/BA), perimeter ratio between polygon and box (PP/BP), 

orientation difference index (ODI), length to width ratio 

(MWBL/MWBW), box orientation. Detailed information of 45 patches 

of slightly saline soils has been presented in Table 5. 
Table 5 The basic statistics (Minimum, Maximum, Mean and Stand Dev.) of novel shape 
indices for slightly saline soil  

Slightly 
saline soil 

(45) 
Area 

Perimete
r 

PA/BA PP/BP ODI(⁰) 
MWBL
/MWB

W 

Orientation
(⁰) 

Minimum 3984300 16015 0.35 0.953 0.017 3.11 0.042 

Maximu
m 

104804370 239558 0.603 3.044 4.53 18.358 179.895 

Mean 39260409 112316 0.477 2.147 1.12 6.163 120.027 

Stand 
Dev. 

25806153 60273 0.069 0.399 1.026 3.068 68.382 

 

The orientation histogram has been shown in Figure 29. Most of the 

orientations are within 0-30 degree or 140-180 degree (0 and 180 

degree are equally horizontal). The slightly saline soils within study 

area mostly locate at the southern part of the large paleolake shore, 

with the distribution of East-West oriented fan. This further proves 

the significance of orientation in regards to the East-West oriented 

distribution characteristics appear in the southern paleolake shore. 

 

 
Figure 29 The orientation distribution of slightly saline soil (0-180 degree). 

5.4.2 Feature Separability of Slightly Saline Soil 
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The extraction of slightly saline soil was based on orientation 

difference index, box length-to-width ratio and area ratio between 

polygon and minimum width bounding box. The Jeffries-Matusita 

distance (italic) and transformed divergence separability have been 

shown in Table 6 to test the separability of slightly saline soil (bold 

font) from other saline soils. 
Table 6 The transformed divergence separability and Jeffries-Matusita distance (italic) of 
novel shape indices used for slightly saline soil feature extraction 

Saline soil class 
slightly saline 

soil 
Moderately saline 

soil 
Severely saline 

soil 

Slightly saline soil ── 1.7593 1.9857 

Moderately saline soil 1.9361 ── 1. 3408 

Severely saline soil 2.0000 1.4843 ── 

 

From Table 6, the slightly saline soil has very high transformed 

divergence separability (larger than 1.9). Specifically, the separability 

between slightly saline soil and severely saline soil has reached to 2 

(perfect separable). These results prove the effectiveness of these 

three indices for separating slightly saline soil, although they have 

low separability between moderately saline soil and severely saline 

soil (1.4843, 1.3408). 

5.4.3 Basic Statistics of Moderately Saline Soil 

 

From Table 7, the basic statistics of moderately saline soil have been 

summarised, including the area, perimeter, area ratio and perimeter 

ratio between polygon and box, orientation difference index, box 

length-to-width ratio as well as the box orientation. In comparison 

with Table 5 (slightly saline soils), the mean orientation difference 

index (ODI) (10.815) of moderately saline soil is far larger than that 

of (1.12) slightly saline soil. This further proves the effectiveness of 

ODI for characterizing the strong orientation and symmetric 

properties. The minimum width box length-to-width ratio of 

moderately saline soil (1.678 from Table 7) is far smaller than that of 

slightly saline soil (6.163 from Table 5). This statistical results show 

that the length-to-width ratio is extremely important for 

differentiating the slightly saline soil and moderately saline soil using 

geometric properties. 

 
Table 7 The basic statistics (Minimum, Maximum, Mean and Stand Dev.) of novel shape 
indices for moderately saline soil  
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Moderat
ely saline 
soil (117) 

Area Perimeter PA/BA PP/BP ODI(⁰) 
MWBL
/MWB

W 

Orientation
(⁰) 

Minimum 17100 1078 0.209 0.831 0.027 1.045 0.718 

Maximu
m 

59722650 128033 0.51 3.768 74.434 2.789 179.305 

Mean 5196586 22939 0.417 1.673 10.815 1.678 99.366 

Stand 
Dev. 

8964267 24352 0.064 0.503 11.45 0.445 51.747 

 

The orientation histogram of moderately saline soil has been 

illustrated on Figure 30. It explicitly indicates the bimodal distribution 

of moderately saline soil. The peaks occur around 100 degree and 

160 degree and mostly 100 degree, which is coincident with the 

mean of orientation (99.366). From literature and interviewing with 

the local citizens, the 100 degree orientation is highly related to the 

strong prevailing winds along Southwest to Northwest, mainly the 

lake groups of western Songnen Plain. The moderately saline soils 

around current lakes are far more uncertain and dynamic with 

bimodal distribution. Another peak of 160 degree is mainly because 

some of the lakes are approximate to circle without any directions, 

and in this circumstance, the orientation is mostly close to horizontal 

line (approaching to 0 or 180 degree). 

 

 
Figure 30 The orientation distribution of moderately saline soil (0-180 degree). 

5.4.4 Feature Separability of Moderately Saline 
Soil 
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Similar to 5.4.2, the transformed divergence separability and Jeffries-

Matusita distance (italic) of moderately saline soil have been shown in 

Table 8. The feature extraction of moderately saline soils around 

current lakes was based on minimum box length-to-width ratio, area 

ratio and perimeter ratio between polygon and box. The separability 

of moderately saline soils from slightly and severely saline soils (bold 

font) is very high (larger than 1.9) by using these three features. 

Notably, the separability of severely saline soil is also high with the 

introduction of perimeter ratio between polygon and box, which was 

utilized to differentiate the severely saline soil. 

 
Table 8 The transformed divergence separability and Jeffries-Matusita distance (italic) of 
novel shape indices used for moderately saline soil feature extraction 

Saline soil class 
Slightly saline 

soil 
Moderately saline 

soil 
Severely saline 

soil 

Slightly saline soil ── 1.9316 1.7562 

Moderately saline soil 1.9685 ── 1. 9408 

Severely saline soil 1.8741 1.9843 ── 

5.4.5 Spatial Statistics of Severely Saline Soil 

 

The feature extraction of severely saline soil is simple and 

straightforward based on size and geometric shape. The two features 

(polygon area and perimeter ratio between polygon and box) were 

used and the severely saline soils were effectively extracted. The 

transformed divergence separability and Jeffries-Matusita distance 

(italic) based on these two features are indicated in Table 9. 

 
Table 9 The transformed divergence separability and Jeffries-Matusita distance (italic) of 
novel shape indices used for severely saline soil feature extraction 

Saline soil class 
Slightly saline 

soil 
Moderately saline 

soil 
Severely saline 

soil 

Slightly saline soil ── 0.8335 1.9441 

Moderately saline soil 1.3408 ── 1.9343 

Severely saline soil 1.9961 2.0000 ── 

 

The severely saline soil characterized by polygon area and 

ruggedness ratio has the perfect separability (around 2). And 

specifically, the severely saline soils have statistically significant 
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different values of perimeter ratio between polygon and box because 

of complex and zigzag shapes.  

5.4.6 Pair-wise Comparison between 
Representative Features 

 

 
Figure 31 Scatter plot for inter-comparison of three different kinds of saline soils.  

From Figure 31, the results of four representative indices (log of ODI, 

log of Box length-to-width, area ratio between polygon and box, 

perimeter ratio between polygon and box) have been pair-wisely 

compared using novel shape indices. The three kinds of saline soils 

with different geometric shape have been shown with different 

colours (blue, pink and green refer to slightly, moderately and 

severely saline soil respectively). The scatterplots further showed that 

the separability of orientation difference, box length-to-width and 
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area ratio between polygon and box are high with seldom overlaps. 

The ruggedness (perimeter ratio between polygon and box) is 

completely separable for the severely saline soil from the other two 

types. 

 

5.5 Saline Soil Pattern Analysis using 
Traditional Shape Indices  
The traditional landscape pattern indices are used as a benchmark of 

our novel shape indices. The perimeter-area ratio, fractal dimension 

as well as traditional shape index have been tested for saline soil 

feature extraction using Fragstat 4.2.  

 

 
Figure 32 Saline soil classification results of (A) original Landsat 8 OIL true colour image 

based on traditional shape indices: (B) Perimeter-area Ratio, (C) Fractal Dimension and (D) 
Shape Index.  

Figure 32 shows the results of traditional shape indices. The three 

indices (perimeter-area ratio, fractal dimension and shape index) all 
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misclassify the slightly saline soil along large paleolake shore with 

some of the moderately saline soils around current lakes, especially 

the oxbow lake with distinctive curved shape. These two shapes have 

the similar perimeter-area ratio with strip-liked patterns but the 

slightly saline soils are more close to linear. Essentially, the fractal 

dimension and shape index are all based on the perimeter-area 

relationship without taking the effect of anisotropy into account. The 

perimeter-area ratio has also misclassified some severely saline soils 

while the fractal dimension and shape index can better differentiate 

them to some extent. The main reason is because of the size of the 

patch, which results in the variation of the traditional shape indices. 

For example, an increase in patch size will give rise to a decrease of 

perimeter-area ratio with the constant shape. The fractal dimension is 

purely based on the shape complexity (low, medium and high) 

instead of considering the shape orientation, angularity and 

compactness. 

The transformed divergence separability and Jeffries-Matusita 

distance (italic) among three types of saline soils using three 

traditional indices have been tested and shown in Table 10. The 

separability between slightly saline soils and moderately saline soil is 

very low (1.2962). A relative high separability (1.8212) has achieved 

for the severely saline soils with the slightly saline soils, but still 

relatively low and tend to be confused with moderately saline soils. 

 
Table 10 The transformed divergence separability and Jeffries-Matusita distance (italic) of 
the three traditional shape indices for saline soil feature extraction 

Saline soil class 
Slightly saline 

soil 
Moderately saline 

soil 
Severely saline 

soil 

Slightly saline soil ── 1.1129 1.7397 

Moderately saline soil 1.2962 ── 1.4886 

Severely saline soil 1.8212 1.617 ── 

 

5.6 Classification Accuracy Assessment 
 

The validation sample plots (30 samples per class) were stratified 

randomly selected all over the study area from Landsat 8 OIL 

imagery. The centroids of sample plots were visually interpreted by 

Obview-3 Panchromatic imagery downloaded from USGS, Bing Map 

Aerial and Google Maps, and these validation sample plots were 

overlaid with reference maps provided by expert in paleogeography 

and soil scientists and further discussed with them to determine the 
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degree of salinity. Table 11 shows the confusion matrices of the 

saline soil classification produced by the four methods: the perimeter-

area ratio, fractal dimension, shape index and the proposed novel 

shape indices. The highest mapping accuracy of saline soil 

classification has been achieved with overall accuracy of 81.11% and 

Kappa of 0.72 by the proposed novel shape indices. However, the 

overall accuracies (kappa coefficient) of other three traditional 

landscape indices are low compared with the novel shape indices 

method, with 71.11% (kappa of 0.57) by perimeter-area ratio, 75.56% 

(kappa of 0.63) by fractal dimension and 74.44% (kappa of 0.62) by 

shape index. A Kappa z-test for pair-wise comparison proves that the 

accuracy derived from the proposed novel shape indices classification 

method is significantly higher than the accuracies produced by 

perimeter-area ratio, fractal dimension and shape index respectively 

(average z-value = 2.65, p = 0.008) (table 12). 

 
Table 11 The producer’s and user’s accuracies of the saline soil classes achieved by the 
shape indices classifications in Western Songnen Plain; PA%- % producer’s accuracy; UA 
%- % user’s accuracy; OA –Overall Accuracy (%);kappa (Kappa Index Agreement/Kappa 
Coefficient); A – Slightly saline soil; B – Moderately saline soil; C – Severely saline soil. 

  
Perimeter-
area ratio         

Fractal 
Dimension       

 
A B C Total 

PA 
(%) UA (%) 

 
A B C Total 

PA 
(%) UA (%) 

A 20 4 5 29 66.67 68.97 A 22 2 5 29 73.33 75.86 
B 7 23 4 34 76.67 67.65 B 6 24 3 33 80.00 72.73 
C 3 3 21 27 70.00 77.78 C 2 4 22 28 73.33 78.57 

Total 30 30 30 
   

Total 30 30 30 
   

     
OA 71.11% 

     
OA 75.56% 

     
Kappa 0.57 

     
Kappa 0.63 

 
Shape index 

    

Novel Shape 
Indices 

   

 
A B C Total 

PA 
(%) UA (%) 

 
A B C Total 

PA 
(%) UA (%) 

A 22 5 3 30 73.33 73.33 A 25 1 2 28 83.33 89.29 
B 5 22 4 31 73.33 70.97 B 3 26 5 34 86.67 76.47 
C 3 3 23 29 76.67 79.31 C 2 3 23 28 76.67 82.14 

Total 30 30 30 
   

Total 30 30 30 
   

     
OA 74.44% 

     
OA 82.22% 

          Kappa 0.62           Kappa 0.73 

 

The individual average producer‟s and user‟s accuracy have been 

compared for each saline soil class classified by four methods. The 

classification accuracy of slightly saline soil is very high by the 

proposed novel shape indices method with 86.31% average mapping 
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accuracy, higher than fractal dimension (74.60%), shape index 

(73.33%) and perimeter-area ratio (67.82%). Similarly, the mapping 

accuracy of moderately saline soil by the proposed method (81.57%) 

is much higher than the results of other three traditional landscape 

shape indices, with fractal dimension (76.37%) slightly higher than 

other two traditional indices (average 72.155%). The severely saline 

soil has a continuous tendency of increase for classification accuracy 

by the four methods, with the highest accuracy of 79.41% achieved 

by the proposed method. 

 
Table 12 The kappa z-statistic of the proposed novel shape indices method compared with 
three traditional landscape indices with Kappa Z-test and corresponding p value. 
Significantly different accuracies with 95% confidence (z-value > 1.96) are indicated by *. 

Saline soil 
classification 

Kappa z-statistics (p-value) 

Perimeter-area 
ratio 

Fractal 
dimension 

Shape 
index 

Average 

Proposed novel 
shape indices 

3.07* (0.002) 
2.36* 

(0.018) 
2.51* 

(0.012) 
2.65* 

(0.008) 

 

 
Figure 33 The comparison of mean producer’s and user’s accuracy (%) per class achieved 

by four classification methods in study area: Perimeter-area ratio, Fractal dimension, Shape 
index and the proposed novel shape indices  
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5.7 Linking Classification to Ecological 
Functions 
The saline soil has been classified into three classes, i.e. slightly 

saline soil, moderately saline soil and severely saline soil. These three 

types of saline soils are different in terms of degree of salinity which 

might link to distinct ecological functions. According to existing 

literatures and local experts, these saline soils were sparsely covered 

by grass communities that are mostly salt tolerant species. The most 

distinguished difference lies in the vegetation growth ruined by these 

soils with different degree of salinity. The vegetation density is 

considered as an indicator, directly influenced by the distribution and 

degree of salt on the ground. The higher degree of salinity distributed, 

the lower density of vegetation exists. The Normalized difference 

vegetation index (NDVI), an effective index indicating the green 

vegetation growth, has been tested on the study area to prove the 

ecological meaning of saline soil classification. Basic statistics of three 

saline soils classes extracted by novel shape indices, including mean, 

median and standard deviation, have been summarized in Table 13. 

The NDVI values of slightly saline soils are the highest in comparison 

with other two classes with a mean of 0.3842 and a standard 

deviation (SD) of 0.1278. The moderately saline soils have the mean 

NDVI of 0.2816 and a standard deviation of 0.1367. However, the 

severely saline soils have the lowest mean NDVI value of 0.2364 and 

standard deviation of 0.1096. Pair-wised z-statistic test has shown 

that the NDVI differences between these three classes are significant 

(greater than 1.96) at 95% confidence level.  

 
Table 13 NDVI Statistics of three saline soil classes with pair wised z-Test between each 
other. Significantly different accuracies with confidence of 95% (t-value > 1.96) are 
indicated by *. 

Statistics 
Slightly 

saline soil  
Moderately 
saline soil 

Severely 
saline soil 

Mean 0.3842 0.2816 0.2364 

Median 0.3854 0.2677 0.2258 

Standard Deviation 0.1278 0.1367 0.1096 

z-Test 

Slightly saline 
soil 

── 
  

Moderately 
saline soil 

15.4277* ── 
 

Severely 
saline soil 

25.0799* 8.7936* ── 
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The normal distribution curves of three classes have been plotted on 

Figure 34. Blue line represents the slightly saline soils with the largest 

mean NDVI value. The mean NDVI of green line (moderately saline 

soils) is larger than that of red line (severely saline soils), while the 

variances of these normal curves are significantly different. The 

moderately saline soil has higher degree of variation in NDVI value 

compared with the severely saline soil. 

 

 
Figure 34 NDVI normal distribution curves of three saline soil classes. The dashed lines 

indicate the mean NDVIs of different classes 

The results are conformed to the degree of salinity in the study area 

found by the expert in paleogeography and soil scientists. The slightly 

saline soil has the lowest level of salinity but highest vegetation 

density. The moderately saline soil has the medium level of salinity 

and a moderate vegetation density. However, the severely saline soil 

has the highest salinity level with the lowest vegetation density, 

which to a large extent lack of green vegetation and has no value on 

agricultural and grazing capability. 

Table 14 summarizes the vegetation properties related to different 

saline soil classes and their corresponding degrees of soil salinity. The 

results were produced by overlaying the digital atlas of vegetation in 

China and the classification results and extract the dominant species. 

The different vegetation types dominant in different kinds of saline 

soils indicate the variation of ecological functions. The slightly saline 

soils along a large paleolake shore have slight to moderate degree of 

soil salinity and the dominant species of vegetation are Leymus 

chinensis and Puccinellia tenuiflora. The moderately saline soils 

around current lakes belong to the moderate soil salinity with 

dominant vegetation of Puccinellia tenuiflora and Chloris virgata. 

However, the severely saline soils are ecologically vulnerable with 
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high degree of soil salinity. Only those salt-tolerant species such as 

Artemisia anthifolia and Suaeda corniculata exist in these 

continuously distributed regions. 

The soil physical characteristics of Western Songnen Plain have been 

summarized by Table 15 based on the field investigation by (Chi and 

Wang, 2010). Bulk density and saturated hydraulic conductivity were 

two field measurements illustrating the soil properties in regards to 

the different degree of soil salinity. The bulk density describes the soil 

particle size and the saturated hydraulic conductivity indicates the 

water permeability and infiltration. The bulk density rises along with 

the increasing degree of soil salinity. By contrast, the saturated 

hydraulic conductivity decreases with respect to the ascending soil 

salinity. These variations in soil physical properties further prove the 

difference in ecological functions and environmental conditions. 

 
Table 14 A summary of vegetation characteristics related to different saline soil types and 
various degrees of soil salinity in the Western Songnen Plain, Northeast China 

Saline soil types 
Degree of soil 

salinity 
Vegetation 

Slightly saline soil 
Slight to 

Moderate 
Leymus chinensis 

Puccinellia tenuiflora 

Moderately saline soil Moderate 
Puccinellia tenuiflora 

Chloris virgata 

Severely saline soil High 
Artemisia anthifolia 
Suaeda corniculata 

 
Table 15 A summary of soil physical characteristics related to different saline soil types and 
various degrees of soil salinity in the Western Songnen Plain, Northeast China (Chi and 
Wang, 2010) 

Saline soil types 
Degree of soil 

salinity 
Bulk density      

(g cm-3) 

Saturated hydraulic 
conductivity (mm 

day-1) 

Slightly saline 
soil 

Slight to 
Moderate 

1.33-1.50 0.85-3.42 

Moderately 
saline soil 

Moderate 1.43-1.57 0.03-0.24 

Severely saline 
soil 

High 1.44-1.62 0.02-0.22 

 

By linking with the ecological functions, particularly with the 

vegetation and soil physical properties, the slightly, moderately and 
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severely saline soils were found to be different in ecological meaning. 

The slightly saline soils along a large paleolake shore were possibly 

formed by alluvial fan with significant effect of micro-relief. The soil 

grain size is coarse and has high level of infiltration. Therefore, the 

degree of salinity is low in this type of saline soils. The majority of 

severely saline soils are located at the central region of the large 

paleolake with soil deposit plain land. The thick crust of salt-affected 

land was deposited by heavy clay. Such soil particle grain sizes are 

small with low capacity of infiltration. The soil salinity is mostly high 

in this kind of saline soil. Nevertheless, the moderately saline soils 

around current lakes have the degree of salinity in between other two 

types, i.e. slightly and severely saline soils. The micro-relief has 

certain amount of fluctuation and the soil particles have some 

infiltration effects. But the majority of moderately saline soils lie 

inside the large paleolake formed by lacustrine sediment deposits. 

The degree of salinity of moderately saline soil is slight to moderate 

in comparison with the slightly saline soils and severely saline soils. 
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6 Discussion 

6.1 Significance of developing novel shape 
indices 

Landscape pattern indices are quantitative approaches widely used in 

characterizing land-use/land-cover patterns and served as basic 

reference information for further landscape modelling and spatial 

statistics (Liu et al., 2010). Landscape metrics at patch or segment 

level often incorporate shape indices to characterize patch size, shape, 

heterogeneities and boundary characteristics. For example, The 

shape index and fractal dimension as complexity indices have been 

used in predicting the plant species richness (Moser et al. 2002). 

Meanwhile, advances of new generation geo-information science and 

earth observation, especially the rapid progress of fine spatial 

resolution satellite remote sensing, brings new trends towards object-

based, i.e. patch-based image analysis rather than purely 

manipulating on pixel statistical level in modern optical remote 

sensing. Such revolution further promotes the development of 

landscape pattern analysis, relevant to patch geometric shape indices 

in particular, to extract accurate and tangible information from the 

increasing amount of detailed geospatial data. For instance, Frohn 

(2006) applied square pixel metric (SqP) to distinguish image objects 

with similar spectral characteristics but different shape complexity.  

In essence, the purpose of shape indices is to accurately represent 

the real-world objects in terms of geometry. But in the face of 

geometric complexity and diversity of spatial patches (objects), 

traditional shape indices in geometric representation are not 

guaranteed in terms of uniqueness, consistency and completeness. 

Therefore, by introducing and combining the minimal width bounding 

box and the moment box, this research hopes to gain an insight on 

patch geometric characteristics. Based on these two bounding boxes 

(geometric invariables concerning to a polygon), novel landscape 

indices that is able to characterize patch spatial anisotropy and inner 

structures are further deduced.  

6.2 Advantages of novel shape indices 
Most patch shape metrics in landscape pattern analysis emphasize on 

geometric complexity and distinguish among patches and landscapes 

on the basis of overall complexity. Artificial and natural landscapes 

can be differentiated in most cases based on landscape shape 

complexity. The artificial landscapes are relatively low while the 

natural landscapes are relatively high in terms of shape complexity. 

Such metrics can to some extent measure the impact of natural and 
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anthropogenic activities on landscape formation. However, the 

current shape complexity indices on the basis of perimeter-area 

relationships are dimensional indices. For example, suppose the 

equivalent area circle of a patch has the shape complexity P, in terms 

of the perimeter-area ratio, P is inversely proportional to the radius of 

circle. In other words, with the shape constant, an increase in patch 

size will cause a decrease in the current shape indices. Therefore, the 

characterized shape complexities are lack of „uniqueness‟. At the 

same time, the traditional shape indices cannot reflect the 

characteristics of anisotropy exist commonly in landscape patterns 

produced by directional geophysical phenomena (Zhang et al. 2006). 

Landscape pattern indices require deep investigation on their 

„uniqueness‟ (scientific) and comprehensiveness in characterizing 

geometric shapes. Thereby, in this research, minimum width 

bounding box (MWBB) and moment box (MB) have been introduced, 

based on which novel shape indices for vector pattern analysis have 

been theoretically derived. The effectiveness of newly developed 

indices was verified by real geographical problems, i.e. to 

differentiate between elongated, circular and irregular features 

formed in different geographical and environmental conditions. 

With respect to MWBB, it has been used to solve tolerance issues on 

silver polygons in GIS geometric intersections (Suri et al., 1999; 

Cheung et al., 2004; Kui Liu et al., 2007; Sae-jung et al., 2008), but 

never been introduced into landscape pattern analysis. Apart from 

special cases (seldom happens in reality) such as circle, square et al., 

the minimum width bounding box of a landscape patch is invariant in 

terms of translation, rotation and reflection. The length of MWBB 

determines the orientation, direction, compactness (area ratio 

between polygon and MWBB) and ruggedness (perimeter ratio 

between polygon and MWBB). These derived indices are constant 

value in geometric representation for characterizing the shape of a 

patch. The compactness and ruggedness reflect the shape complexity 

of patches related to spatial anisotropy. For instance, the slightly 

saline soils along large paleolake shore have strong anisotropic 

properties (growing along east-west paleolake shoreline directionally), 

and their compactness normally larger than moderately sail soils 

around current lakes. In addition, both compactness and ruggedness 

are dimensionless indices without being influenced by patch sizes. In 

regard to MB, the minimum bounding boxes was built upon moment 

major and minor axes of patches. Such box is also unique in general 

situation, and the orientation and vector orientation (direction) 

indices are fixed as well (Zhang et al. 2006).  

For a spatial patch, the MWBB is fixed even if any inner structures 

and parts of polygon change, providing the range of minimum width 

bounding box remains constant. Nevertheless, the MB will alter along 
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with the changing moment caused by inner structure variations. 

Therefore, the combination between MWBB and MB could reflect 

multiple structural properties and symmetric characteristics of 

patches. The orientation difference index (ODI), for instance, 

illustrates the oriented symmetric properties of landscape patches. 

The smaller ODI indicates the higher symmetric characteristics of 

patches. By contrast, the larger ODI represents the asymmetry of 

polygon with the shape of eccentrics. The experiments also proved 

that the slightly saline soil has high level of symmetry with small ODI 

values. Similarly, more geometric characteristics can be determined 

by mutual relationship between centroid and the central dividing line, 

such as left eccentric or right eccentric, et al. Due to the limited 

space of this dissertation, relevant research will be carried out in the 

future work. 

The saline soil in western Songnen Plain, Northeast China includes 

elongating shaped slightly saline soil along a large paleolake shore 

(slight – moderate degree of soil salinity), entire round or moon 

shaped moderately saline soil around current lakes (moderate degree 

of soil salinity), severely saline soil at the central region of the large 

paleolake (high degree of soil salinity) and other saline soils (mostly 

small and isolated patches with variation in salinity level). The 

automatic recognition and classification of saline soil with various 

ecological formations, degrees of soil salinity and ecological functions, 

and the further construction of hierarchical saline soil spatial 

database are of significance to the scientific decision support in saline 

soil management, amelioration and utilization in the study area. 

However, different types of saline soil are extremely hard to 

differentiate and they often overlap in spectral space with confusions 

due to the extraordinary similar remotely sensed spectral signature 

and uncertainties. Moreover, the traditional shape complexity indices 

are difficult to distinguish slightly saline soil and moderately saline 

soil with similar shape complexity but obvious differences in spatial 

anisotropy. Thus, based on the rule sets developed by novel shape 

indices in this research, the saline soil has been successfully and 

accurately classified into different function levels with high overall 

accuracy and kappa coefficient compared with traditional landscape 

indices including perimeter-area ratio, fractal dimension and shape 

index. The transformed divergence separability and Jeffries-Matusita 

distance among different saline soil classes illustrate the novel shape 

indices are far more separable than traditional indices. Therefore, the 

proposed novel shape indices are effective in theory and promising in 

vector landscape pattern analysis and applications. It is worth to 

mention that the classification of saline soil is just a successful 

experiment of the new method. The real innovation of this research is 

successfully differentiating between elongated, circular and irregular 
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features that are geographically clustering at specific locations. The 

correlations between different saline soil classes and geometric 

features or spatial locations are found by experts on field based on 

long term observation and reference maps. In other words, the novel 

shape indices are developed to classify saline soil features with 

different geometric shapes instead of predicting the degree of salinity. 

These novel shape indices are landscape quantitative approaches 

specifically applicable on characterising objects with orientation and 

symmetric properties. Therefore, such novel method, in the future, 

could be further applied on feature extraction of sand dune, landslide, 

invasive species, et al with specific orientation created by spatial 

anisotropy, such as wind, tectonic, pollination processes et al. 

6.3 Limitations and future recommendations 
This study proposed novel shape indices for vector landscape pattern 

analysis, and demonstrated its capability in the application of saline 

soil characterization and classification. Many aspects of the method 

have not been fully addressed yet, and further investigations are 

required. These limitations mainly related to the newly developed 

indices and their potential applications on saline soil classification. 

6.3.1 Issues related to landscape shape indices 

For those patches with relatively small size, their shape properties 

are hard to be characterized and quantified due to huge uncertainties 

of landscape geometric features. Both traditional shape indices and 

novel shape indices involve the challenge of landscape patches with 

diverse size and shape, and often lead to poor characterization in 

describing patches with small size. Therefore, the other saline soil 

(mainly small patches) has not been further distinguished in this 

study. 

In addition, unlike traditional dimensional shape complexity indices, 

most of the proposed novel shape indices are dimensionless. The 

dimensionless indices are relatively invariant to the sizes with the 

same geometric shape. Such novel shape indices are suitable for 

pattern recognition and object-based remote sensing classification. 

However, in terms of land cover/use change and landscape dynamic, 

the sensitivity of novel shape indices might not be as high as 

traditional shape indices due to its robustness in geometric variations. 

Thus, the development of shape indices that are representative to 

both landscape characterization and dynamic requires further 

investigations.  

Moreover, the scales issues commonly exist in ecological research 

have not been considered in this research. How to deal with 

complicated scale-dependent landscape remain challenges in 
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landscape shape indices development. Therefore, future research 

should take consideration of multi-scale analysis e.g. using wavelet 

coefficient and wavelet analysis to explicitly indicate how scales 

influence the vector landscape characterization using the proposed 

novel shape indices.  

6.3.2 Issues related to applications and saline 
soil classification 

This study tested the novel shape indices and successfully 

demonstrated on an application of saline soil classification with 

practical values. However, the comprehensive and systematic 

analyses of various geometric features have not yet been completely 

done due to the actual distribution of study area and data volume 

restriction. Such comprehensive tests should be implemented based 

on theoretical and real landscapes. For example, the neutral 

landscape model, RULE, developed by (Gardner et al., 1987) could be 

used to further clarify the practicability and applicability of these 

indices in quantifying landscape patterns. 

Besides, rule-based classification has been carried out based on novel 

shape indices, which relies on the reproducible a priori knowledge to 

classify the desired geographic objects. This classification procedure 

is rapidly gained importance as it allows the image analysts to 

evaluate in a detailed and transparent way to understand the 

characteristics of the image objects by defining the threshold and 

class association (Xu, 2013; Belgiu et al., 2014). However, building 

the classification rule sets is not a trivial task. Previous studies have 

developed classification rules based on human knowledge acquired by 

interviewing domain experts (Kohli et al., 2012), by mimicking photo-

interpreter knowledge (Lloyd et al., 2002; Sebari and He, 2013), or 

by using expert knowledge gained through praxis (Myint et al., 2011). 

In this research, the most relevant geometric features and 

corresponding thresholds have been defined by expert knowledge to 

classify the image objects. The feature selection and choice of 

threshold involve subjective and knowledge-based interpretations. 

Other data mining methods such as decision trees 

(Watanachaturaporn et al., 2008), random forest (Rodriguez-Galiano 

et al., 2012), et al. might select optimum and unbiased features, 

although some others find such approaches are empirically tuned to 

the analysed data and hardly to be transferable to other areas (Belgiu 

et al., 2014). 

In addition, the spatial resolution of Landsat 8 OIL images used in 

this research was 30 meters with a 15 meter panchromatic band. 

Such thematic resolution brought some uncertainties in object-based 

segmentation in some vague boundaries of saline soil, particularly the 

slightly saline soils are bounded by complex environment with mixed 
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bare soil, grassland and cultivated land. Therefore, the OBIA spectral 

segmentation was conducted semi-automatically with some expert 

rectification. The segmentation itself is important and requires further 

researches. However, this was not the core issues dealt with in this 

study and the objects extracted were relatively sufficient to the 

consequent vector landscape pattern analysis based on geometric 

shape. Future works using high spatial resolution remote sensing 

images for OBIA by incorporating novel shape indices would provide 

more precise and detailed landscape pattern analysis in saline soil 

applications. The reference data for validation in this research were 

produced by digitalization of high spatial resolution images. 

Uncertainty involved in the reference data may contribute to 

problematic confusion matrices. Some studies about these issues can 

be found in literatures (Stein et al., 2009; Foody, 2010). Therefore, it 

is necessary to conduct field survey and sampling in the future for 

precise classification validations. 

Finally, primary analysis has been done to link the classification to 

ecological function by extracting NDVI values (Figure 34). It shows 

the difference in ecological vegetation distribution and their causal 

relationship between vegetation and soil salinity (Table 14). 

Nevertheless, much more deep researches should be done in the 

future for saline soil towards practical applications, e.g. linking novel 

shape indices to various geographical factors including local climate 

and hydrological conditions, micro relief et al. in order to further 

understand the formation and evolution of saline soil. The synthetic 

system integrating ground observation and remotely sensed data 

should be explored in the future research to quantitatively monitor 

the dynamics of saline soil. 
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7 Conclusions 
 

In this research, novel shape indices were developed for vector 

landscape pattern analysis. The effectiveness was verified by real 

geographical problems in differentiating between elongated, circular 

and irregular features of different saline soil types. The indices based 

on minimum width bounding box and moment box could extract 

patch orientation, symmetry, compactness and ruggedness, and 

further classify the saline soil into ecological function level. Such 

novel indices were more accurate and robust for vector landscape 

quantitative analysis in comparison with traditional shape complexity 

indices including perimeter-area ratio, fractal dimension and shape 

index. 

Firstly, two geometrically invariant bounding boxes, namely, the 

minimum width bounding box (MWBB) and moment box (MB), were 

newly introduced and successfully built up to represent patch 

orientation and geometric characteristics. The MWBB was firstly 

introduced to landscape pattern analysis by fitting the vector 

orientation and patch minimum width. Such vector oriented box can 

represent the general patch orientation and corresponding geometric 

shape characteristics. By contrast, the MB was built up based on 

centroid and moment of inertia, with moment orientation influenced 

by the inner structure and spatial distribution within patches. Both 

two boxes are theoretically derived to accurately represent the 

geometric orientation and shape characteristics. 

Secondly, a series of indices have been successfully developed based 

on the two boxes, i.e. MWBB and MB, to reflect inner structure and 

shape complexity related to spatial anisotropy. The novel shape 

indices are geometric measurements of patch orientation and shape 

complexity, such as orientation, orientation difference between MB 

and MWBB, MWBB length-to-width ratio, perimeter-perimeter ratio, 

area-area ratio between polygon and MWBB etc. These novel indices 

are dimensionless metrics which are accurate and unique shape 

characterizations. 

Thirdly, the effectiveness of the new landscape indices has been 

demonstrated by accurately identifying and distinguishing different 

saline soil types, i.e. slightly saline soil, moderately saline soil and 

severely saline soil. These saline soils are distinctively different in 

terms of geometric shape but similar in spectral characteristics. The 

spatial statistics, such as orientation histogram, transformed 

divergence separability, indicate that the novel shape indices are 

effective and separable by classification rule set development. The 

final classification results were superior to traditional shape indices, 

namely, the perimeter-area ratio, fractal dimension and shape index 

based on classification accuracy assessment. 
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Finally, by linking the classification results to ecological functions, 

distinct differences in vegetation and soil physical properties were 

found in slightly, moderately and severely saline soils differentiated 

by the proposed novel shape indices. The slightly saline soils are 

mostly located along a large paleolake shore within the study area, 

with coarse soil grain size and low degree of salinity. The vegetation 

density of such saline soil type is relatively high. In contrary, the 

severely saline soils are mainly continuously distributed at the central 

region of the large paleolake. The soil grain size is small with high 

degree of salinity and low occurrence of vegetation. Additionally, the 

moderately saline soils are geographically surrounding the current 

lakes with moderate vegetation and soil properties relative to the 

other two saline soil types. 

In general, the novel shape indices have been developed and 

successfully demonstrated by differentiating spectrally similar saline 

soils with different geometric shape. The classification has 

significance in understanding and deriving the ecological functions 

and landscape formations. Therefore, it is concluded that the novel 

shape indices are promising approaches for vector landscape pattern 

analysis and ecological quantitative modelling. 
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